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COMPACTNESS PROPERTIES OF ABSTRACT
KERNEL OPERATORS

C. D. ALIPRANTIS, 0. BURKINSHAW, AND M. DUHOUX

Let E and F be two Banach function spaces on two σ-
finite measure spaces (Y, Σ, v) and (X, S, μ) respectively. Then
an operator T:E-> F is called a kernel operator, if there
exists a μXy-measurable real valued function K(x,y) on
Xx Y such that for each fe E we have

Tf(x) — \ K(x, y)f{y)dv(y) for //-almost all x, and

\K( ,y)f(y)\dv(y)eF.
Y

It is well known that every kernel operator belongs to the
band {Ef ® F)dd generated by the finite rank operators, and
under certain conditions (E'®F)dd consists precisely of all
kernel operators.

In this paper we consider E and F to be two locally
convex-solid Riesz spaces. Motivated by the above remarks,
we call every operator in (E' ® F)dd that can be written as
a difference of two positive weakly continuous operators, an
abstract kernel operator. We characterize the abstract
kernel operators that map bounded sets onto precompact
sets. In the process we generalize known characterizations
of compact kernel operators and obtain some interesting
new ones.

1* Preliminaries* Unless otherwise stated, all topological vector
spaces encountered in this paper will be assumed to be Hausdorff.
For notation and terminology concerning locally solid Riesz spaces
not explained below, we refer the reader to [1]. For terminology-
concerning locally convex spaces we follow [14].

A linear topology τ on a Riesz space is said to be locally solid
if τ has a neighborhood basis at zero consisting of solid sets. (A
set V is said to be solid whenever \x\ <; \y\ and yeV imply xe V.)
If τ is both locally convex and locally solid, then it is referred to
as a locally convex-solid topology, and in this case, τ has a basis at
zero consisting of solid and convex sets. The main properties con-
necting topological and order continuity needed for this work are
the following:

1. The Lebesgue property: ua[0 implies ua -̂> 0.
2. The pre-Lebesgue property: 0 <; un t ^ u implies that {un} is

r-Cauchy.
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The Lebesgue property implies the pre-Lebesgue property [1, p.
66]. For topologically complete locally solid Riesz spaces the two
concepts coincide [1, p. 66]. The pre-Lebesgue property is equivalent
to the statement: Every disjoint order bounded sequence is r-con-
vergent to zero; see [1, Th. 10.1, p. 64].

Let (E, τ) be a locally convex-solid Riesz space. The topological
dual of (E, τ) will be denoted by E'. The absolute weak topology
\σ\(E,Er) is the locally convex-solid topology on E generated by
the family of Riesz seminorms {pf:feE'}, where ρf(x) — |/|(|α?|) for
each xeE. Similarly, | σ \ (E\ E) is the locally convex-solid topology
generated on E' by the family of Riesz seminorms {px:xeE}, where
pΛf) = I/|(|a?I) for each feE'. The topology \σ\(E\E) is always
a Lebesgue topology, while \σ\(E, Er) satisfies the Lebesgue property
if and only if τ does. The strong topology β(E'f E) on E' is always
a locally solid topology. For proofs and more details see [1].

The following important result (essentially due to I. Amemiya)
will be very influential to our work. Recall that a subset A of a
topological vector space is said to be precompact (or totally bounded)
whenever for every neighborhood V of zero, there exists a finite
subset X of A such that AQ X + V.

THEOREM 1.1. All Hausdorff Lebesgue topologies on a Riesz
space induce the same topology on the order bounded subsets of the
space.

In particular, all Hausdorff Lebesgue topologies on a Riesz space
have the same order bounded precompact sets.

Proof. For the proof of the first part see [1, Th. 12.9, p. 87].
For the second part let ζ and τ be two Hausdorff Lebesgue topolo-
gies on a Riesz space E, and let A be an order bounded ξ-precompact
subset of E. To complete the proof, we have to show that A is
also τ-precompact.

To this end, let If be a r-neighborhood of zero. Pick some
x ^ 0 with A £ [ — x, x], and then choose a ζ-neighborhood V of
zero with F n [ —2x, 2x]Q Wf)[—2x, 2x]. Since A is ξ-precompact,
there exists a finite subset X of A with A c X + V. Now if a e A,
then choose some b e X with a — b e V. In view of — 2x <| a — b ^
2a?, it follows that a - b e V ΓΊ [-2x, 2x] C Wf] [ — 2a?, 2x] £ W. That
is, A £ X + W holds, so that A is τ-precompact. •

Another result that will be used extensively here is a beautiful
duality theorem of A. Grothendieck. Recall that if {E, Ef) is a
dual system and Szf is a collection of σ(E, i£")-bounded • subsets of
E, then the J^-topology on E' is the locally convex topology (not
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necessarily Hausdorff) of uniform convergence on the sets of
That is, the j^-topology is generated by the collection of seminorms
{pA: A 6 j ^ } , where pΛ(f) = sup {| f(x)\: xeA} for each feE'. Simi-
larly, if &' is a family of σ(Έ\ i£)-bounded subsets of JE", then
the .^'-topology is the locally convex topology on E (not necessarily
Hausdorff) of uniform convergence on the sets of &'.

Recall also that if T: E —> F is a weakly continuous operator
corresponding to the dual systems (E, E') and (F, Fr), then the
adjoint operator Tr: F' —• Er is defined by

(T'f, x ) = < / , Γ x > f o r a l l feFr and xeE .

THEOREM 1.2 (Grothendieck). Lei <#, £"> and (F, Fr) be two
dual systems and let T: E —» F be a weakly continuous operator. If
Jzf is a collection of σ(E, E')-bounded subsets of E and &' is a
family of σ(F', F)-bounded subsets of F', then the following state-
ments are equivalent:

1. T(A) is precompact for the ^r-topology for each Ae.stf'.
2. T'(B) is precompact for the jtf'-topology for each Be.^?r.

For a proof of this theorem see [13, Th. 3, p. 51]. A special
case of Theorem 1.2 useful to us here is the following: Let T: E-+F
be a weakly continuous operator between two locally convex spaces
(E, ξ) and (F, τ). Then T maps ^-bounded sets onto τ-precompact
sets if and only if Tf maps equicontinuous subsets of Ff onto
β(E', £/)-precompact sets.

We close this section with some well-known facts needed for
our discussion. For a proof see [14, p. 85].

LEMMA 1.3. If (E, τ) is a locally convex space, then the follow-
ing statements hold:

1. The topologies σ(E, Ef) and τ agree on every τ-precompact
subset of E.

2. The topology σ(E', E) and that of uniform convergence on
the τ-precompact subsets of E agree on every τ-equicontinuous subset
of E'.

2+ Disjoint sequences and order precompactness* It is well
known that many important properties of Riesz spaces can be
expressed in terms of disjoint sequences. (A sequence {xn} in a
Riesz space is said to be disjoint if | xn | Λ I xm I = 0 holds for all
n Φ m.) In this work a few properties that are not well-known
connected with disjoint sequences will be needed. They are of some
independent interest, and they will be discussed in this section.
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We start with a technique, first used in [4], for constructing
disjoint sequences.

LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a Riesz space and let {xn} be a sequence
of E+. If some xeE+ satisfies 2~nxn^x for all n, then the sequence
{un} defined by

71 V2-1

is a disjoint sequence.

Proof. If m > n ^ 1, then

0 < 4rmum =

n V
± 2

— ( rγ _ _ 1 ^ V T — - 9~WT I I Ή I 1
— I ^ r i + 1 ^ 2-k ^ί & As ) A- M/n I I

Our next lemma deals with disjoint sequences in the dual of a
Riesz space.

LEMMA 2.2. Let (Ef τ) be a locally convex-solid Riesz space, and
let {xn} be a disjoint sequence of E. If {fn} is a sequence of Έf,
then there exists a disjoint sequence {gn} of Er with \gn\ ^ \fn\ and
9n(Xn) = fn&n) fθT all Π.

Proof Consider each xn embedded in (iS")*> and let Nn — {feE':

n |) = 0} and Cn = N£. Since Nn is a band of Er, we have
Er = NnφCn. The relation xn ± xm for n Φ m implies Cn JL Cm for
n Φ m [1, Th. 3.10, p. 24], If gn is the projection of fn onto Cnf

then it is easy to verify that the sequence {gn} satisfies the desired
properties. •

The strong convergence of a sequence in the dual of a topologi-
cally complete locally convex-solid Riesz space is characterized in
terms of disjoint sequences as follows. For Banach lattices the
result has appeared in [5, Corollary 2.7, p. 297].

THEOREM 2.3. Let (E, τ) be a τ-complete locally convex-solid
Riesz space. Then for a sequence {fn} of Ef the following statements
are equivalent:

l {fn} ^ β{E\ E)-convergent to zero.
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2. {fn} is \σ\(E', E)-convergent to zero, and for each disjoint
τ-bounded sequence {xn} of E+ we have limfn(xn) = 0.

Proof. (1) => (2) Since | σ \ (Ef, E) £ β(Ef, E) holds and {/„} con-
verges to zero uniformly on the τ-bounded subsets of E, we see
that (2) is immediate.

(2) => (1) Assume by way of contradiction that a sequence {/„}
of Ef satisfies (2) but fails to satisfy (1). Then by passing to a
subsequence it is easy to see that there exists a solid τ-bounded
subset B of E such that fn g B° for each n.

Set kx = 1, and then choose O ^ ^ e ΰ with \fh\(Xi) ^ 1. Next
pick k2 > kx with 1/^1(4^) < 1 (such k2 exists since lim |/J(#i) = 0),
and then choose 0 <; x2 eB such that \fk2\(x2) ^ 1. Now by an induc-
tive argument we can see that there exist kx < k2 < and a
positive sequence {xn} Q B such that the sequence gn = fkn satisfies

\gn\(xn)^l and |flrn+1|(4» Σ xΛ < ± f or all n .

Since B is τ-bounded, it is easy to see that {ΣΓ=i2~*a?J is τ-Cauchy.
If x is its τ-limit in E, then clearly 0 <; 2~nxn <; x holds for each n.
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, the sequence

un - (xn+1 - 4n Σ »< ~

is disjoint. In view of {un} £ B, the sequence {̂ n} is also τ-bounded.
On the other hand, the inequalities

show that I grn+11 (un) > 1/2 must hold for all n greater than some
m. In view of \gn+1\(un) ~ su p{gn+1(v): \v\ ^ un}t for each n>m

there exists some \vn\ ^ \un\ with flrn+i(vn) > 1/2. Since {vi} and {v~}
are both τ-bounded positive disjoint sequences, it follows from our
hypothesis that 1/2 < gn+1(vn) = gn+1(v+) - gn+1(v~) ~> 0, which is im-
possible. This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. •

The concept of order precompactness is needed for our discus-
sion. This notion has appeared in a fragmented way in the works
of many authors. M. Duhoux in [6] was the first who isolated and
studied this property.

Start by observing that in a Riesz space E, if S is a solid set
and x ^ 0, then

[-*, x] + S = {y eE: (\y\ - x)+eS} .
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I n d e e d , if y = a + b h o l d s w i t h \a\<^x a n d b e S, t h e n (\y\ ~ x)+ <;
(ll/l - ! α | ) + ^ | 6 | , so t h a t (\y\-x)+eS. O n t h e o t h e r h a n d , if
(\v\ — # ) + e S , t h e n i n v i e w o f | τ / | = \y\ Ax + (\v\ — x ) + e[ — x , x] + S
a n d t h e s o l i d n e s s o f [ — x , x] + S , w e g e t y e [ — x , x] + S .

DEFINITION 2.4. Lei (i?, τ) be a locally solid Riesz space, and let
A be a subset of E. Then A is said to be order τ-precompact if for
each solid τ-neighborhood V of zero, there exists an element x Ξ> 0 in
the ideal generated by A in E such that A £ [ — x, x] + V (or equi-
valently, such that (\y\ — x)+ e V for all ye A).

Precompactness implies order precompactness. (If A £ X + V
holds with X = {xl9 , xn) Q A, then x = Σ?=i i ̂  I belongs to the
ideal generated by A and satisfies X Q[ — x, x], so that A Q [ — x, #] +
F holds.) Since every order interval is r-bounded, it is easy to
see that every order τ-precompact set is necessarily τ-bounded.

The next result characterizes in terms of disjoint sequences the
order precompact sets in locally convex-solid Riesz spaces with the
Lebesgue property.

THEOREM 2.5. Let (E, τ) be a locally convex-solid Riesz space
with the Lebesgue property. Then for a subset A of E the following
statements are equivalent:

1. A is order τ-precompact.
2. For every τ-neighborhood V of zero there exists some yeE+

such that (\x\ —y)+e V holds for all xeA.
3. A is τ-bounded, and every disjoint sequence in the solid

hull of A is τ-convergent to zero.

Proof. (1) ==> (2) Obvious.
(2) => (3) Clearly, A is τ-bounded. Let {xn} be a disjoint sequence

in the solid hull of A, and let W and V be two solid r-neighbor-
hoods of zero such that W + W Q V. Choose some yeE+ with
(|$c| — y)+ 6 W for all xeA; clearly, (|a?n| — y)+ e W holds for all n.
Since τ is a Lebesgue topology and {\xn\Λy} is an order bounded
disjoint sequence, there exists some k with \xn\ A y e W for all n^k.
Thus, for n ^ k we have

\%n\ = (\Xn\ - V ) + + \xn\ΛveW+WQV.

That is, xne V for n ^ k, so that xn —> 0.
(3) => (1) If A is not order τ-precompact, then there exists a

solid τ-neighborhood V of zero such that for each y in the ideal
generated by A we have (\x\ — y)+ί V for at least one xeA. In
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particular, there exists a sequence {xn} £ A with

yn = ( W i l - 4* g K i ) + £ F for all n .

The τ-boundedness of A implies that {2ϋΓ=i 2"* I a?< |} is a r-Cauchy
sequence. Hence, there exists some x in the topological completion

{E, τ) of (E,τ) with Σ?=i 2~Ί^| -̂> a?. Clearly, 2~n\xn\ ^ x holds for
all w.

Put un = (|α?n+1| - 4" Σ?=i I ^ I - 2~nx)+, and note that (by Lemma
2.1) {un} is a disjoint sequence of i?. Moreover, we claim that un^>0.
To see this, let W and U be two solid τ-neighborhoods of zero with
W + W £ U. Since τ is a Lebesgue topology and E is order dense
in E [1, Thms 10.6 and 13.4], for each n there exists some vneE
with 0 <*vn£un and un ~ vne W. Clearly, {vn} is a disjoint sequence
lying in the solid hull of A in E. Therefore, by our hypothesis

^n^>0; pick some & with vneW for n > k. Now if n > k, then

0 ^ wn = (MΛ - i ϋ + vn e W + ^ S £7 holds, so that ^n >̂ 0.
Finally, the relation 0 <L yn<Lun + 2~nx ^ 0, implies yn -^ 0, con-

trary to yn&V for each w. Therefore, A is order τ-precompact,
and the proof of the theorem is finished. Π

A useful sufficient condition (in terms of disjoint sequences) for
a set to be order precompact in topologically complete spaces is
presented next.

THEOREM 2.6. Let (E, τ) be a τ-complete locally convex-solid
Riesz space, and let A be a τ-bounded subset of E. If every disjoint
sequence in the solid hull of A is τ-convergent to zero, then A is
order τ-precompact.

Proof. Repeat the arguments of the proof of the implication
(3) => (1) of Theorem 2.5. Π

The subsets of E' that are order \σ\(Ef, £f)-precompact are
referred to in [1] as order-equicontinuous sets. The next result
characterizes the pre-Lebesgue property in terms of the concept of
order precompactness.

THEOREM 2.7. For a locally convex-solid Riesz space (E, τ) the
following statements are equivalent:

1. τ is a pre-Lebesgue topology.
2. Every disjoint equicontinuous sequence in Ef is σ(E', E)-

convergent to zero.
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3. Every equicontinuous subset of E' is order \σ\{Er, E)-pre-
compact.

Proof. (1) => (2) By replacing (E, τ) by its topological comple-
tion we can assume that E is Dedekind complete and that τ is a
Lebesgue topology [1, Th. 10.6]. Let {/n} be a positive disjoint
equicontinuous sequence of Ef and let xeE+. Set Nn = {y eE:
fn(\y\) = 0} and Cn = JV?. Since E' £ i£~, each Nn is a band, and
so, E — NnφCn holds. If #n denotes the projection of x onto Cn,
then {#J is an order bounded disjoint sequence [1, Th. 3.10], and

so, xn^±0. Since {fn} is equicontinuous, it follows ίτomfn(x)=fn(xn)

that lim/n(a&) = 0, so that fn ——' >0 holds.
(2) => (1) Let {xn} be a disjoint sequence of E satisfying 0 ^

xn <; x for all n. We have to show that xn -̂> 0 or, equivalently,
that lim fn(xn) = 0 holds for an arbitrary equicontinuous sequence
{/J in E'. By Lemma 2.2 we can assume that {fn} is disjoint. But
then the inequality |/»(«„) | ^ |/«|(*), coupled with our hypothesis,
implies lim/»(scn) = 0.

(2) <=> (3) The equivalence follows from Theorem 2.5 by observ-
ing that every equicontinuous subset of E' is \σ\(E', E)-hoxmdeά,
and that \σ\(E',E) is a Lebesgue topology on Ef. •

The preceding theorem translated to the Banach lattice setting
says that a Banach lattice has an order continuous norm if and only
if every norm bounded disjoint sequence of continuous linear func-
tionals is weakly convergent to zero. This special case was proven
in [5, Cor. 2.8, p. 297].

The dual of Theorem 2.7 is stated next.

THEOREM 2.8. For a locally convex-solid Riesz space {E, τ) the
following statements are equivalent:

1. β(E', E) is a Lebesgue topology.
2. Every disjoint sequence in the solid hull in Έ" of a τ-

bounded subset of E is G{E'\ E')-convergent to zero.
3. Every τ-bounded subset of E is order \σ\(E, E')-precompact.

Proof. Parallel the proof of Theorem 2.7, and use the fact that
a subset of E is order | σ \ (E, i£')-precompaet if and only if it is
order \σ\(E", -E")-precompact in E". •

In locally convex-solid Riesz spaces with the Lebesgue property,
the concept of precompactness is related to order precompactness as
follows.
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THEOREM 2.9. Let {E, τ) be a locally convex-solid Riesz space
with the Lebesgue property. Then for a subset A of E the follow-
ing statements are equivalent:

1. A is τ-precompact.
2. A is \σ\(E, E')-precompact and order τ-precompact.
3. A is \σ\(Ef Ef)-precompact and every disjoint sequence in

the solid hull of A is τ-convergent to zero.

Proof. (1) => (2) Since \σ\(E, E')<^τ holds, A is clearly |σ\(E, E')-
precompact. Also, we have seen before that precompactness implies
order precompactness; see the discussion after Definition 2.4.

(2) => (1) Let V and W be two solid τ-neighborhoods of zero
with W + WQ V. Choose some yeE+ with (\x\ - y)+e W for all
x 6 A, and hence, (x+ — y)+ e W for each x e A. The relation x+ —
(x+ — y)+ 4- x+ A y shows that

( * ) A+ = {x+: xeA}QW+A+Λy,

where A+ A y = {x+ A y: x e A}.
The inequality \x+ Ay — u+ Ay\ ^ \x — u\ shows that A+ Ay is

\σ\(E, ^ ' ) - P r ^ c o m P a c t . Since A+ Ay is order bounded (A+ Ay Q
[0, y]), and both | cr | (JB7, Ef) and τ are (Hausdorff) Lebesgue topologies,
it follows from Theorem 1.1 that A+ A y is also τ-precompact. Thus,
for some finite set X we have A+ A y £ X + W, and therefore,
from (*) we get A+ £ W + X + WQX+ V. That is, A+ is τ-
precompact.

Similarly, it can be shown that A~ — {x~: xeA} is τ-precompact.
Since A £j A+ — A" holds, we see that A must also be τ-precompact.
(2) <=> (3) This is immediate from Theorem 2.5. •

REMARK. The equivalence of (1) and (2) in the preceding
theorem remains true if τ is assumed to be only a pre-Lebesgue
topology.

Repeating almost verbatim the arguments of the preceding
proof, we can establish the following "dual" result of Theorem 2.9.

THEOREM 2.10. Let (E, τ) be a locally convex-solid Riesz space
such that β(E', E) is a Lebesgue topology. Then for a subset A of
Er the following statements are equivalent:

1. A is β(E\ E)-precompact.
2. A is \σ\(E', E)-precompact and order β(E\ E)-precompact.
3. A is \σ\(E', E)-precompact, and every disjoint sequence in

the solid hull of A is β(E', E)-convergent to zero.
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3* Abstract kernel operators* Let E and F be Banach func-
tion spaces. Denote by (E'®F)dd the band generated by the
(continuous) finite rank operators in J2%(E, F), the Dedekind complete
Riesz space of all order bounded operators from E into F. Since
1953, when H. Nakano in [12] was the first to recognize that there
is a close relation between the operators in (Ef (g) F)dd and the so-
called kernel operators, there has been an extensive study of the
compact operators in the band (Er (g) F)dd; see [15, pp. 280-294]. As
we have mentioned before, under certain conditions (Ef ® F)dd con-
sists precisely of all kernel operators. Special cases of this property
have been established by G. Ya. Lozanovskiϊ [8], R. J. Nagel and
U. Schlotterbeck [11], and H. H. Schaefer [15]. When E and F a r e
ideals of measurable functions, A. R. Schep [16] gave a rather
general sufficient condition for (Ef (x) F)dd to coincide with the band
of all kernel operators. See also the historical remarks in [18],

In this section we consider (E, ζ) and (F, τ) to be two (HausdorίF)
locally convex-solid Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete. It is
our purpose to study the compactness properties of the analogue
of kernel operators in this setting.

If E' (g) F denotes the vector space of all (continuous) finite
rank operators, then (Er ® F)dd will denote the band generated by
E' (g) F in £fb(E, F). We would like to call the members of (E'(g)F)dd

kernel operators. However, since some kind of topological continuity
is needed, we shall call every operator in (E'®F)dd that can be
written as a difference of two positive weakly continuous operators,
an (abstract) kernel operator. The collection of all kernel operators
will be denoted by ^T(E, F).

REMARK. The reader may question why we require a kernel
operator to be the difference of two positive weakly continuous
operators. It is certainly true that particular results below also
hold for other classes of operators in the band (Ef ® F)dΛ. However,
it will become apparent that some kind of continuity is needed.

Clearly, our definition of a kernel operator depends only upon
the dual systems. In other words, all topologies consistent with
the dual systems have the same kernel operators. This definition
seems to contain the weakest conditions required to unify all the
results.

The next result tells us that 3ίT{E, F) is an ideal of £fh(E, F),
and its easy proof is left for the reader.

THEOREM 3.1. The kernel operators SΓ(E, F) form an ideal of

9 F) containing the (continuous) finite rank operators.
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In particular, note that if JίTCE, F) is a band, then JΓ(Ef F) =
{Ef <g) F)dd must hold. Also, note that if T = Tλ - Γ2 is a repre-
sentation of a kernel operator as a difference of two positive weakly-
continuous operators, then the relation T" = 2Y — T2' shows that
the adjoint operator TΊ F' —> E' is an order bounded operator.
This observation will be used later.

The next result gives conditions under which all kernel operators
share certain compactness properties. All the various characteriza-
tions of precompact kernel operators will depend upon this result.

THEOREM 3.2. Let (E, ξ) and (F, τ) be two locally convex-solid
Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete, and with τ and β(E', E)
Lebesgue topologies. Then for a kernel operator T: E -» F the follow-
ing statements hold:

1. T[0, x] is τ-precompact for each xeE+.
2. T\A) is \σ\(E\ E)-precompact for each equicontinuous sub-

set A of F'.
3. T'[0, /] is β(E\ E)-precompact for each 0 ^ feFr.
4. T(B) is \σ\{F,F')-precompact for each ξ-bounded subset B

of E.

Proof (1) Let xeE+. Then & = {Te£?b(E, F): T[0,x] is
r-precompact} is a band of £fb(E, F) [2, Th. 1.2]. Since J5'(g)F£
& is obviously true, we infer easily that ^T{E, F) Q {Er (g) F)dd £
& holds.

(2) Since τ-convergence is the same as uniform convergence on
the equicontinuous subsets of Ff, the conclusion follows from (1) by
Theorem 1.2.

(3) Let 0 ^feF\ Then [0, /] is an equicontinuous subset of
F', and therefore, it follows from (2) that Γ'[0,/] is |σ\(E',E)-
precompact. Since both \σ\(E',E) and β(E',E) are (Hausdorff)
Lebesgue topologies on Er and T'[0, /] is order bounded (remember
that T is order bounded), it follows from Theorem 1.1 that T'[0, /]
is β(E\ £r)-precompact.

(4) Apply Theorem 1.2 with Sxf — {B: B is a f-bounded subset
of E}, &' = {[0, / ] : 0 ^ feF'} and take into account (3). •

Let us call a linear operator T: (E, ξ) —> (F, τ) between two
locally convex spaces a precompact operator if it maps f-bounded
sets onto τ-precompact sets. (If E and F are Banach spaces, then
the precompact operators are precisely the compact operators from
E into F.)

As mentioned before our main purpose is to characterize the
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precompact kernel operators. Our first result of this kind character-
izes the precompact kernel operators in terms of approximation
properties.

THEOREM 3.3. // (E, ξ) and (F, τ) are as in Theorem 3.2, then
for a kernel operator T: E -> F the following statements are equi-
valent:

1. T is a precompact operator.
2. For each ξ-bounded set B and τ-neighborhood V of zero,

there exists some yeF+ such that

(\Tx\ - y)+e V for all xeB .

3. For every ξ-bounded set B and every τ-neighborhood V of
zero, there exists some yeE+ such that

T[(\x\-y)+]eV for all xeB .

4. For each ε > 0, each equicontinuous subset A of F', and
each ξ-bounded subset B of E, there exists some 0 ̂  g e E' such that

\((\T'f\ - g)+, x)\ < e holds for all feA and xeB.

5. For each ε > 0, each equicontinuous subset A of F\ and
each ξ-bounded subset B of E, there exists some 0 <Ξ g e Fr such that

\{Tr[{\f\ - g)+], x)\ < ε holds for all feA and xeB.

Proof. (1) <=> (2) By part (4) of Theorem 3.2, T{B) is \σ\(F, F')-
precompact for each f-bounded subset B of E. Now the desired
equivalence follows from Theorems 2.9 and 2.5.

(1)«(4) By part (2) of Theorem 3.2, Tf carries equicontinuous
sets onto \σ\(J£'9 ϋO-precompact sets. Our equivalence now follows
by combining Theorems 2.10, 1.2, and 2.5.

(1) => (3) Let B £ E be solid and f-bounded, and let V be a
solid τ-neighborhood of zero. If (3) does not hold for the pair B
and V, then for each y e E+ there exists some xeB with T[(\x\ —y)+] ί
V. In particular, there exists a sequence {xn} £ B with T[(|scn+1| —
4uΣ£=il^l)+]£ V for all n. Now Σ?=i 2"* | »i I t holds in E and
{Σ?=i2"i|ί»<l} i s ί-bounded. By [1, Th. 19.17, p. 131] there exists
some xeEn such that Σ?=i2"<|»tl ί # holds in E". Clearly, 2rn\xn\S.
x holds for all n.

Now the sequence un = (|a?n+1| — 4nΣ?ι=i 1̂ *1 ~ 2rnx)+ is (by Lem-
ma 2.1) disjoint, and lies in the solid hull of B in E". Thus, by

Theorem 2.8, un f^^X 0 holds. The relation
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0 ^ y n = (\xn+1\ - 4 Σ | » 4 | ) + ^ nn + 2~"x

(IP λΓτ'\ (ΊP ΐΓ^\

implies that yn '- * 0. Hence, T(yn) ' > 0. On the other

hand, since {yn} Q B holds and T(B) is τ-precompact (by our hypo-

thesis), it follows from Lemma 1.3 that T(yn) >̂ 0, contrary to T(yn) $

V for all n.
(3) => (1) Let B be a solid f-bounded subset of E. Set A =

ΰ ί l ί ? + . In view of B £ A — A, it is enough to show that T{A) is
τ-precompact.

To this end, let V be a solid τ-neighborhood of zero. Pick
some 0 <; yeE with 5P[(|α?| — y)+] e F for all #ei?, and note that
(by Theorem 3.2) T[0, i/] is τ-precompact. But then the relation
T(x) = T[(x - 2/)+] + T(x A y) implies T(A) S T[0, ?/] + F, from which
it follows that T(A) is also τ-precompact.

(1) <=> (5) Parallel the proofs of the implications (1) => (3) and
(3) => (1). For the implication (1) => (5) take into account the follow-
ing: Every τ-equicontinuous sequence {fn}QFf with 0<;/ B f admits
an accumulation point / in Ff for σ(F', F) (since it is σ(F\ F)-
relatively compact), which implies that /„ t / holds in F'. •

Characterizations of precompact kernel operators involving local
continuity properties are presented next.

THEOREM 3.4. If (E, ζ) and (F, τ) are as in Theorem 3.2, then
for a kernel operator T: E —> F the following statements are equi-
valent:

1. T is a precompact operator.
2. The restriction of T to each ξ-bounded subset of E is conti-

nuous for the topologies \σ\(E, Ef) on E and τ on F.
3. The restriction of Tr to each equicontinuous subset of Fr

is continuous for the topologies \σ\(F', F) on Ff and β(E\E) on
E\

Proof. (1) => (2) Let {xa} be a f-bounded net with xa

 M(E' E'\ 0.

Clearly, xa '- > 0 holds, and by the weak continuity of T we

have Txa '- >0. Now by our hypothesis {Txa} is τ-precompactf

and so by Lemma 1.3, Txa -^ 0 holds, as required.
(2) ==> (1) It is enough to show that condition (3) of Theorem 3.3

holds. To this end, let B be a solid f-bounded subset of E and V
a τ-neighborhood of zero. Since 0 e B, it follows from our hypothe-
sis that there exists some \σ\(E, £")-neighborhood U of zero such
that T(B ΓiU)QV. By statement (3) of Theorem 2.8, there exists
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some yeE~'Γ such that (\x\ — y)+ e U for all xeB. Since (|a?[ —2/)"̂ " e
B also holds for each xeB, it follows that T[(\x\ - y)+]e V for
each x e B, as required.

(1) => (3) L e t / α

 :—>0 in an equicontinuous subset of F'.
σ(F' F\)

Since fa ' >0 and since every T{B) is τ-precompact when B is
J-bounded, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that fa —> 0 uniformly on the
set T(B). That is, T'fa - ^ - Ά 0.

(3) => (1) Repeat the proof of the implication (2) => (1) using
statement (3) of Theorem 2.7. Π

We now come to the characterizations of the precompact kernel
operators in terms of disjoint sequences.

THEOREM 3.5. Let (E, ξ) and (F, τ) be as in Theorem 3.2. Then
for a kernel operator T: E -> F the following statements are equi-
valent:

1. T is a precompact operator.
2. If B is a ζ-bounded sety then every disjoint sequence in the

solid hull of T{B) is τ-convergent to zero.
3. Every disjoint equicontinuous sequence {fn} Q Ff satisfies

4. If A is an equicontinuous subset of F'', then every disjoint
sequence in the solid hull of T'(A) is β(E\ E)-convergent to zero.

Proof. (1) <=> (2) By part (4) of Theorem 3.2, T(B) is \σ\(F, F')-
precompact for each ς-bounded subset B of E. The equivalence of
(1) and (2) now follows immediately from Theorem 2.9.

(1) => (3) Let {fn} be a disjoint equicontinuous sequence in Fr.

By Theorem 2.7, fn^—'-^-> 0 holds. Since σ(F\ F) and the topology
of uniform convergence on the τ-precompact sets of F agree on the
equicontinuous subsets of F' (Lemma 1.3), it follows from this and
our hypothesis that /n —> 0 uniformly on the sets T{B) with B
^-bounded. That is, T'fn - i ί ^ - Ά o holds.

(3)=>(1) Let B be a f-bounded subset of E. By part (4) of
Theorem 3.2 we know that T(B) is \σ\(F, F')-precompact. Thus,

according to Theorem 2.9, we have to show that yn --> 0 holds for
each disjoint sequence {yn} in the solid hull of T{B).

To this end, let {yn} be a disjoint sequence in the solid hull of
T(B). Choose {xn} £ B with \yn\ ^\Txn\ for all n, and let {/J be
a positive equicontinuous sequence in Fr. It remains to be shown
that lim/n(]/n) = 0. By Lemma 2.2 we can assume that {fn} is a
disjoint sequence. Since
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for each n t h e r e exists \gn\ <, fn such t h a t

\fn(Vn)\ ^fn{\TXn\) ^ | <</„, TXn) \
n

(**) -
= |<Γ'ff.,**>l+ — -

n
Since {gn} is a disjoint equicontinuous sequence, it follows from our

hypothesis that T'gn > 0. From (**) we now get immediately
that lim/n(»n) - 0.

(1)~(4) By statement (2) of Theorem 3.2, T\A) is \σ\(E',E)-
precompact for each equicontinuous subset A of F'. The desired
equivalence follows now easily by combining Theorems 2.10 and 1.2. •

If, in addition, E'Ίs topologically complete, then we also have
the following characterizations of the precompact kernel operators.

THEOREM 3.6. Let (E, ξ) and (F, τ) be as in Theorem 3.2. If
E is ξ-complete, then for a kernel operator T: E —> F the following
statements are equivalent',

1. T is a precompact operator.
2. For every disjoint ξ-bounded sequence {xn} in E+ we have

T(xn)^0.
3. For every disjoint ξ-bounded sequence {xn} £ E+ and for

every disjoint equicontinuous sequence {fn}ζZF' we have\imfn(Txn) = 0.

Proof. (1) => (2) Let {xn} be a disjoint f-bounded sequence in

E+. By Theorem 2.8, x , — ^ 0 holds, and so, T(xn)
 σ{F'FΊ>0.

Since {T(xn)} is τ-precompact, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that

(2) => (3) Let {xn} be a ζ-bounded disjoint sequence of E+

9 and
let {/J be a disjoint equicontinuous sequence in Fr. Then {T(xn)}
converges to zero uniformly on {fn}. In particular, limfn(Txn) = 0
holds.

(3) => (1) It is enough to verify that statement (3) of Theorem
3.5 holds.

To this end, let {fn} be a disjoint equicontinuous sequence in F'.
Since τ is a Lebesgue topology, it follows from Theorem 2.7 that

\n\( Wf TP\

fn '-—> 0. From this, and the fact that T can be written as a
difference of two positive weakly continuous operators, it follows

easily that T'fn '•—> 0 holds. Therefore, by our hypothesis and
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Theorem 2.3 we see that T'fn

 β{E'E) > 0 holds, and the proof of the
theorem is finished. Π

REMARK. In the Banach lattice setting, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6
reduce to results that are contained in Thms 4.4, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5
of [5].

Suppose (E, ζ) and (F, τ) are two topological vector spaces. Let
@ denote the collection of all f-bounded subsets of E and let <Λ^ be
the collection of all τ-neighborhoods of zero. Also, consider the
vector space £f(E, F) of all weakly continuous linear operators from
E into F. For each £e@ and Ve^Γ set

U(B, V) = {Te£f(E, F): T(B) £ V} .

It is easy to see that the family {U(B, V): Be& and F e ^ } forms
a neighborhood basis at zero for a (Hausdorff) linear topology on
£f(E, F), called the ©-topology; see [14, p. 79]. (Because of its
obvious meaning, this topology is also referred to as the topology
of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of E.) We will
always consider £f(E, F) equipped with the ©-topology. Note that
if E and F are Banach spaces, then the ©-topology on Sf(β9 F) is
simply the norm operator topology.

The rest of this section is devoted to characterizations of the
precompact kernel operators in terms of projections. In order to
ensure a sufficient number of projections we will assume that both
spaces are Dedekind complete (this assumption can be weakened
slightly). If {Pn} is a sequence of band projections on a Riesz space
E, then the symbol Pn [ 0 in E will mean that Pn+1 <; Pn holds for
all n, and that Pnx I 0 for each xeE+.

LEMMA 3.7. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space, and let
{xn} be a disjoint sequence of E. Then there exists a sequence of
band projection {Pn} with Pn 10 in E and Pn(xn) = xn for each
n.

Proof Let Pn be the projection onto the band Bn = {xk: k}^n}dd.
We claim that {Pn} satisfies the desired properties. Indeed, note
first that Pn [ and Pn(xn) = xn for each n. On the other hand, if
0 <; y <; Pnx holds for all n, then it is easy to see that y±xn holds
for all n. Therefore, yeBnnBd = {0} for all n, so that Pnx [ 0
holds for all xeE+. •

We now come to the characterizations of the precompact kernel
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operators in terms of projections.

THEOREM 3.8. Let (E, ξ) and (F, τ) be two Dedekind complete
locally convex-solid Riesz spaces such that E is ξ-complete and both
β(E', E) and τ are Lebesgue topologies. Then for a kernel operator
T: E —> F the following statements are equivalent:

1. T is a precompact operator.

2. PnT -5* 0 whenever Pn | 0 in F.

3. PnTQn ^ 0 whenever Pn[Q in F and Qn[0 in E.
If in addition, T is σ-order continuous, then the above are

equivalent to:

4. TQn -> 0 whenever Qn j 0 in E.

Proof. (1) =» (2) Let B be a f-bounded subset of E, and let V
and W be two solid τ-neighborhoods of zero with W + W £ V.
Since (by hypothesis) T{B) is τ-precompact, T{B) is also order r-
precompact. Pick y eF+ with (\Tx\ — y)+ e W for all x eB. In view
of Pny I 0, there exists some k with Pny e W for n > k. Thus,

\PnTx\ ^Pn\Tx\ ^ (|Γa?| - y)+ + PnyeW+ WQ V

holds for all w > k and a e δ . That is, PnTe U(B, V) holds for all

n > k, so that P n T ^ 0 .
(2) =» (3) Note that if B is a solid set, then Qn(£) Q B, and so,

PnTQn(B) £ PnT{B) holds. From this observation the implication
follows easily.

(3) => (1) Let {xn} be a positive disjoint f-bounded sequence in
E, and let {fn} be a disjoint equicontinuous sequence in F'. Accord-
ing to Theorem 3.6 we have to show that limfn(Txn) = 0.

By Lemma 3.7, there exist projections Qn I 0 in E with Qn(χn) =
xny and projections P'n \ 0 in F' with P»(/n) = fn. Since r is a
Lebesgue topology, there exists a sequence of projections {Pn} on F
such that </, P^> = (P*f,x> holds for all / e ί 7 ' and a e ί 7 . (The
projection Pn is the projection of F onto [(PήF')d]°; see [1, Th. 19.5,
p. 127].) Using the Lebesgueness of τ once more we can see that
Pn [ 0 in F holds.

Let B — {xn} and let V = {/TO}°. Clearly, F is a τ-neighborhood
of zero. Thus, given ε > 0 there exists some k with PnTQn(B)ξZεV
for all n> k. Therefore,

\UTxn)\ - |<Λ, Txn)\ -

= | < Λ , P . Γ Q A > | ^

holds for all n > k, so that lim fn(Txn) = 0.
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(4) => (3) This follows from \PnTQnx\ S I TQnx\.
(1) ==> (4) Assume that T is also <7-order continuous. It is

enough to show that if {xn} is a ξ-bounded sequence of E+, then

To this end, note first that {TQnxn} is weakly convergent to
zero. Indeed, to see this fix 0<^feF'. Since Qnx j 0 holds for
each xeE+, the <7-order continuity of T implies \T\Qnx 10 in F.
Thus, by the order continuity of / we get

<Q;I 2Ί7, *> = </, \T\Qnx) 10 for each xeE+.

That is, Q'n\T\'f 10 holds in Ef. In particular, since β{Er,E) is a
Lebesgue topology, {Q'n\T\ff} converges to zero uniformly on {xn}.
Hence, |</, TQnxn)|g</, 1 2ΊQnan>= <Q«I Γ|7, O , shows that {ΓQA}
converges weakly to zero in ί7.

Now since {TQnxn} is also a τ-precompact set, it follows from

Lemma 1.3 that TQnxn ~> 0, as required. •

Theorem 3.8 has its roots in a paper of T. Andδ [3]. For
Orlicz spaces, he proved that statement (3) implies that a kernel
operator is compact. Later W. A. J. Luxemburg and A. C. Zaanen
[9], using measure-theoretical techniques, established the equivalence
of (1) through (4) for kernel operators on Banach function spaces.
Recall that by the Lebesgue dominated convengence theorem, a
kernel operator on a Banach function space is automatically order
continuous. P. van Eldik and J. J. Grobler in [7] with the addi-
tional hypothesis that T is order continuous were able to establish
the equivalence of (1) through (4) for the Banach lattice setting.
However, we see from our proof that the equivalence of (1) through
(3) does not rely on order continuity and that (4) requires only
ίj-order continuity.

4* Kernel operators on general spaces* The key to the pre-
ceding results rested upon the fact that β(E', E) and τ were
Lebesgue topologies. Now in this section our objective is to
present compactness results on (abstract) kernel operators without
assuming any Lebesgue properties. Obviously, to compensate for
this loss, some additional assumptions on the operators must be
made.

It is well known that a norm bounded subset of an abstract L-
space is relatively weakly compact if and only if every disjoint
sequence in its solid hull is norm convergent to zero; see, for
example, [1, Th. 21.10, p. 153]. Evidently, this prompted P. Meyer-
Nieberg [10] to give the following definition.
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let T: E—> F be a linear operator between two
locally convex-solid Riesz spaces (E, ζ) and (F, τ). If for every
ζ-bounded set B, each disjoint sequence in the solid hull of T(B)
is τ-convergent to zero, then T is called an L-weakly compact
operator.

Observe that if (F, τ) is r-complete, then (by Theorem 2.6) each
L-weakly compact operator maps ^-bounded sets onto order τ-pre-
compact sets.

LEMMA 4.2. Let (E, ζ) and (F, τ) be two locally convex-solid
Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete and τ-complete. If T: E—>F
is a positive kernel operator that is L-weakly compact, then T[0, x]
is τ-precompact for each xeE+.

Proof. Using the characterization of the pre-Lebesgue property
in terms of disjoint sequences [1, Th. 10.1], it is easy to see that
the L-weak compactness of T implies that r is a pre-Lebesgue
topology on the ideal generated by T(E) in F. Consequently, τ
induces a Lebesgue topology on the τ-closure I of this ideal; see
[1, Th. 10.6]. Note also that I is an ideal of F.

Now choose a net {Sa} in the ideal generated by E' ®F in
£fb(E, F) such that 0 ̂  Sa f T holds. Since Sax f Tx (in I or in F)
holds for each xeE+, it follows from the Lebesgueness of τ on I

that Sax —> Tx holds for each xeE. This in turn implies easily that
0 ^ S« t T holds in Sfh(F\ E'). Since each S* is bounded by a
finite rank operator (if 0 <; Sa ^f®u, with feE' and ueF, then
0 ^ Sά ̂  ( /®^y — u0f holds, where u is now considered as a
functional on F'), it follows from [2, Th. 1.2] that T"[0, g] is
1 σ I (£", £')-precompact for each 0<LgeF'. Therefore, by Theorem
1.2, T[0, x] is \σ\(F, .FO-precompaet, and hence, also |σ\(/, I')-P r e-
compact for each xeE+. Now to complete the proof, use statement
(3) of Theorem 2.9. •

Under certain conditions the squares of L-weakly compact oper-
ators are precompact operators.

THEOREM 4.3. Let (F, τ) be a τ-complete locally convex-solid
Riesz space that is Dedekind complete. If T: F -» F is an L-weakly
compact positive kernel operator, then T2 is a precompact operator.

Proof. Let B be a τ-bounded subset of F, and let 7 be a
\σ\(F, F')-neighborhood of zero. Since T is obviously continuous
for \σ\(F,Fr), there exists some \σ\{F, F')-neighborhood W of zero
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with T(W) Q V. Also, since T is L-weakly compact, it follows
from Theorem 2.6 that T{B) is order τ-precompact. Thus, there
exists some xeF+ such that T(B) £ [-x, x] + W holds. Therefore,

T\B) £ T[-x, x] + T(W) £ T[-x, x] + V.

Since (by Lemma 4.2) T[ — x, x] is τ-precompact, it follows easily
from the last relation that T\B) is \σ\(F, Ff)-precomι>SLct.

Next note that if I is the closure of the ideal generated by
T(F) in F, then τ restricted to / is a Lebesgue topology. Thus,
by statement (3) of Theorem 2.9, T\B) is τ-precompact, and the
proof of the theorem is complete. •

It should be noted that an operator that satisfies the hypotheses
of Theorem 4.3 need not be a precompact operator. Examples of
this kind are provided by the kernel operators of finite double norm
on Li-spaces; see [17, p. 322].

Finally, we close the paper with two sufficient conditions for a
kernel operator to be a precompact operator.

THEOREM 4.4. Let (E, ζ) and (F, τ) be two locally convex-solid
Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete. Let T: E —> F be a kernel
operator such that for every ξ-bounded subset B of E and every
τ-neighborhood V of zero in F, there exist 0 <S ysE and 0 ^ geF'
such that

T[(x~y)+]eV and T'[{f - g)+]eB°

hold for all XGB and fe V°. Then each of the following conditions
implies that T is a precompact operator:

1. g can be chosen in F'n = F' Π F~.
2. T is positive and F is z-complete.

Proof. (1) We first show that if B is ξ-bounded, then T(B) is
I σ I (F, iO-precompact; we shall assume that B is solid. Let V and
W be two \σ\(F, FO-neighborhoods of zero such that W + WQ V.
Since they are also τ-neighborhoods of zero, there exists some 0 <̂
y e E such that T[(x-y)+] e W for all x e B. Therefore, T(B f] E)+Q
T[0,y]+ W. On the other hand, since \σ\(F, F'n) is a Lebesgue
topology (not necessarily Hausdorff) on the Dedekind complete Riesz
space F, it follows from [2, Th. 1.2] that Γ[0, y] is | σ \ {F, O-pre-
compact. Choose a finite set X such that T[0, y] £ X + W, and
note that T(B n E+) Q X + W + W £ X + V. That is, T(B f] E+)
is \σ\(F, iO-precompact, and since B^Bf]E+ - Bf)E+, it follows
that T(B) is likewise \σ\(F, iQ-precompact. Now by applying
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Theorem 1.2 we get that T'[0, g] is β(E', 2£)-precompact for each
0 ^ g eF*. Next we prove that if A is a τ-equicontinuous subset
of F', then T'{A) is /?(£", i£)-precompact; we can assume that A is
solid. Let £7 be a /3(1£', 2£)-neighborhood of zero. By our hypothe-
sis, there exists 0 <* geFή such that T'[(f - g)+] e U for all feA.
Hence, T'(A Π F!,) S T'[0, <?] + C7, and since Γ'[0, g] is £(#', #)-
precompact, it follows easily that T'(A) is β(E\ J5?)-precompact.

Finally, using Theorem 1.2 once more we get that T is a pre-
compact operator.

(2) Since for each solid f-bounded set B and every τ-neighbor-
hood V of zero, there exists O^yeE such that T(β n S+) g
T[0, y] + V, it suffices to prove that each T[0, T/] is τ-precompact.
By establishing that T is L-weakly compact, this will follow from
Lemma 4.2.

To this end, let {zn} be a positive disjoint sequence in the solid
hull of T(B) for a solid f-bounded set B. We have to prove that

zn >̂ 0. Let A be a solid τ-equicontinuous subset of Fr, and ε > 0.
For each n choose some 0 <̂  xn e B such that 0 <; zn ^ Txn. By our
hypothesis, there exist 0 <*ueE and 0 <; geF' such that

^) + 6 εA° and Γ'(/ - g)

holds for all xeB and f$A. Then for each / e i we have

I/OOI ^ I/KO - (I/I - ^)+(^) + I/I Λflr(2n)
^ (I/I - (/)+(ΪK) + |/|Λflf[(«n ~ Tu)+ + ^ Λ T u ]

^ ε + I/I Λ 0[(Tsn - Tu)+] + g(zn A Tu)

^ ε + |/ |[Γ(αn - u)+] + g(znΛTu) ^ 2ε + g(znΛTu) .

Since the sequence {zn Λ Γ }̂ is an order bounded disjoint sequence,
it follows that lim g(zn A Tu) — 0. Thus, {zn} converges to zero
uniformly on the equicontinuous set A, Therefore, zn-^0 holds, and
the proof of the theorem is complete. •
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